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" Das Meretleln" and " Frau Margrct und ihre
Leute ", which form the most Interesting episodes of
the first volume. But this first part owes its charm
not to literary Imitation ; it delights us as a matchless
autobiography of a child.
The second volume is less directly autobiographical.
Heinrlch Lee, after being, like the author himself,
unjustly expelled from school, gradually arrives at
the conviction that he is born to be an artist. In the
course of a holiday with an uncle in the country, two
love episodes wind themselves Into his life. Again,
no doubt, memories of personal experience played
a larger part than literary traditions. ' The consump-
tive Anna was a reflection of Keller's first love, who
Inspired the cc siebenundrwamig Licbcslieder " of his
collection of Poems,, but her father was no Idyllic
village schoolmaster, and she lived and died on no
Imaginary lakelet near his uncle's village, but in
Ziirlch Itself, In the same way, there seems to have
been in Glattfeldcn a relative named Judith, who, like
the Judith of the story, emigrated to America; but
it is doubtful whether more than the very first scenes
in which she appears had a basis in experience.
Keller himself insisted that there was no reality In
either Anna or Judith ; but one has to remember that,
all his life long, he resented attempts to link up the
" Dlchtungyy of his work with the <c Eiiebnis".
The performance of Schiller's Wilhelm Tell as a
" Volksfest *?, which occupies so large a part of the
second volume, and with which that volume culmin-
ates, was probably suggested by memories of a similar
performance of Walkmteins Lager. In the middle
of the third volume the story of Heinrich's boyhood
reaches its close, and we find him-—as Keller himself
at the age of twenty-one—continuing his study of art
in Munich. The reader is, however, suddenly
conscious of a change. The book, which through
more than five hundred pages has held our attention
fast, not by the Interest of the events it describes, but

